The present study compared the behavioral effects of sudden motion onsets or color changes (i.e., featural changes) with the effects of new objects (i.e., multiple changes). Experiments 1 and 2 showed that lesions of the pulvinar affect stimulus-driven attentional control only when it is triggered by featural changes, but not by new objects. Experiment 3 revealed that when appended on a new object, a featural change is processed as a part of a more massive new object: Its attentional effects are larger and remain undisturbed by lesions of the pulvinar. In Experiment 4 a temporal superiority effect was found for featural changes, but not for new objects in healthy subjects. These results suggest that featural changes and new objects may be processed through different pathways and that the pulvinar may be particularly involved in stimulus-driven attentional control by sudden events entailing featural changes.
The abundance of incoming visual information almost invariably exceeds the cognitive system's ability to apprehend it. Only a limited amount of information will receive adequate processing priority, and this selection may be based on the visual salience of the stimulus (i.e., stimulus-driven attentional control).
Psychophysical evidence (Abrams & Christ, 2003; Enns, Austen, Di Lollo, Rauschenberger, & Yantis, 2001; Franconeri & Simons, 2003; Theeuwes, 1991 Theeuwes, , 1992 Yantis & Jonides, 1984) suggests that stimulus-driven attentional control is usually triggered by two distinct classes of sudden events: (a) those that entail local changes of a single feature (FCs) of an object already present in the visual field and (b) those involving multiple changes (MCs), consisting of changes of either several features of an existing object or the appearance of a single new object in a previously blank location, offering the visual system a wide variety of information simultaneously. In an attempt to understand the mechanisms underlying stimulus-driven attentional control, Hillstrom and Yantis (1994) suggested that it depends on a single mechanism, whether FCs or MCs are concerned: the creation of a new object representation. The authors argued that, when a local change occurs on an existing item, it causes segregation of this item from its background. A new perceptual object emerges then, and it captures attention. The local change cannot capture attention by virtue of its uniqueness alone. In its turn, a new object captures attention because it requires the obligatory establishment of a new object representation. For Rauschenberger (2003) , the visual system treats FCs as instances of MCs. The author proposed that small featural changes on an already existing object are tolerated, whereas for changes that exceed a certain magnitude, object identity can no longer be maintained, and the visual system opts for the more plausible solution that it is dealing no longer with an altered old object but rather with a new object. This assumption suggests that MCs and FCs, especially luminance changes (Enns et al., 2001; Rauschenberger, 2003) and motion onset (Abrams & Christ, 2003; Franconeri & Simons, 2003) , may share the same cognitive and neural bases. Abrams and Christ proposed, indeed, that attentional capture is a consequence of the operation of a single object-based processing system, based on, at least partly, common brain regions.
The pulvinar nucleus of the thalamus is considered as a key structure of the cerebral network underlying stimulus-driven attentional control (Desimone & Duncan, 1995; Grieve, Acuna, & Cudeiro, 2000; Petersen, Robinson, & Morris, 1987; Rafal & Posner, 1987; Robinson & Petersen, 1992; Shipp, 2004 ). Yet, its role is poorly understood. In the late 1970s, Ungerleider and Christensen (1979) had normal and pulvinar-lesioned monkeys scan complex visual arrays. They reported that monkeys with pulvinar lesions demonstrated abnormally prolonged periods of fixation to adequately process visual information. The authors argued that prolonged fixations might reflect an attempt to compensate for reduced visual processing capacity, as earlier studies had demonstrated that lesions of the pulvinar caused failures in visual processing when the stimuli were flashed very briefly (Chalupa, Coyle, & Lindsley, 1976) . Subsequent studies reported that humans with lesions of the pulvinar had deficits in their ability to use briefly flashed cues to improve attentional processing in the contralateral visual field (Danziger, Ward, Owen, & Rafal, 2001 -2002 Rafal & Posner, 1987; Sapir, Rafal, & Henik, 2002) . Similar findings were reported by Petersen and colleagues (1987) . The authors studied the effects of pharmacological deactivation of the pulvinar in monkeys, and they found that it led to difficulties in shifting attention to the contralateral visual field in response to transient signals. As far as task-irrelevant transient signals are concerned, a limited processing was also reported in patients with lesions of the pulvinar (Michael, Boucart, Degreef, & Godefroy, 2001; Michael & Desmedt, 2004) . This finding suggests that the pulvinar functions in a general manner to signal dynamic changes that might be worthy of exploration (Michael et al., 2001; Petersen, Robinson, & Keys, 1985; Petersen et al., 1987; Robinson & Petersen, 1992) , especially when they are located near the target (Michael & Desmedt, 2004; Ruz, Wolmetz, Tudeta, & McCanaliss, 2005) . Almost all studies on the role of the pulvinar in stimulus-driven attentional control were limited to FCs. There is indeed evidence for highly specialized processing of separate visual features in the pulvinar. Petersen et al. (1985) reported pulvinar cell responsiveness to stimulus size, luminance, and motion, and Felsten, Burman, and Benevento (1982) found cells selective for color. In contrast, little is known as far as MCs are concerned. Petersen et al. (1985) found that nearly all cells in the pulvinar responded to stimulus appearance in a phasic fashion, but only one fifth of them were responsive during the whole stimulus presentation. Consistent with these functional properties, there is evidence that lesions or chemical deactivation of the pulvinar alters the processing of objects that appear briefly and then disappear, regardless of being task-relevant or not (Chalupa et al., 1976; Michael & Desmedt, 2004; Petersen et al., 1987) . Finally, single pulvinar neurons can operate pooling, because they integrate object (color and patterns) and spatial properties quite early in visual processing (Benevento & Port, 1995) . Psychophysical evidence showed, indeed, that lesions of the pulvinar may alter feature binding processes through disturbances of spatiotopic maps (Ward, Danziger, Owen, & Rafal, 2002) . Overall, the present evidence suggests the existence of processing of both FCs and MCs within the pulvinar.
The purposes of the present study were to investigate whether stimulus-driven attentional control by FCs and MCs depends on a common processing system (Abrams & Christ, 2003; and whether the pulvinar is one of the brain structures that underlie this system (Danziger et al., 2001 (Danziger et al., -2002 Desimone & Duncan, 1995; Michael et al., 2001; Petersen et al., 1987; Rafal & Posner, 1987; Robinson & Petersen, 1992; Shipp, 2004) . With this aim, we conducted four experiments in which subjects were asked to identify a 100% validly precued target and to ignore sudden FCs or MCs. The occurrence of sudden events has been shown to attract attention in such a way that they slow down the processing of targets. If, as has been suggested, the pulvinar is part of the network underlying stimulus-driven attentional control (Danziger et al., 2001 (Danziger et al., -2002 Desimone & Duncan, 1995; Michael et al., 2001; Michael & Desmedt, 2004; Petersen et al., 1987; Posner & Petersen, 1990; Rafal & Posner, 1987; Robinson & Petersen, 1992; Shipp, 2004) , then disturbances of this control should be naturally observed following lesions of the pulvinar. Furthermore, if FCs and MCs drive attention through the same mechanism (Abrams & Christ, 2003; Rauschenberger, 2003; , then disturbances due to pulvinar lesions would concern both kinds of events.
Experiment 1: Unilateral Left Thalamic Lesions and Attentional Capture by New Objects and Motion Onsets
In Experiment 1, we investigated the effects of unilateral left pulvinar lesions on attentional capture by FCs and MCs. Motion onsets (FC) and new objects (MC) were used as distractors to ignore because previous studies have found that they have similar effects on attention, suggesting that they activate the same processing system (Abrams & Christ, 2003; . It was thus expected that motion onsets and new objects capture attention involuntarily and have similar effects on the processing of the target under normal conditions. Furthermore, because previous studies have shown that lesions of the pulvinar do not allow sudden events to drive attention (Danziger et al., 2001 (Danziger et al., -2002 Michael et al., 2001; Petersen et al., 1987; Rafal & Posner, 1987) , we expected that a unilateral lesion of the pulvinar, but not of another thalamic nucleus, would disturb stimulus-driven control in the contralateral visual field. That is, sudden changes were not expected to capture attention in the contralateral visual field. Finally, because current cognitive accounts suggest that FCs and MCs depend on the same system, it was expected that lesions of the pulvinar would affect the processing of both kinds of events and would do so to a similar extent.
Method
Subjects. Twelve volunteers (6 male and 6 female; mean age ϭ 24 Ϯ 2.3) and 2 patients, D.A. and D.V. (see Figure 1 ), participated in Experiment 1. D.A., a 26-year-old woman, was admitted to the R. Salengro Hospital, Lille, France, in the summer of 2001 after she had a stroke. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scans revealed lesions in the posterior part of the left thalamus, affecting the pulvinar in particular. D.V., a 26-year-old man, had been admitted to the same hospital 6 months earlier for sudden loss of consciousness and a right hemiparesis. MRI scans showed a small lesion affecting the left medial-dorsal nucleus of the thalamus. Patient D.V. was included in the present study as a thalamic control patient with no pulvinar lesion. Both patients were tested within the 6 months that followed their admission to the hospital. Neither of the patients exhibited hemispatial neglect, and neither of them had visual field defects.
Stimuli and apparatus. The stimuli consisted of four small green circles (radius ϭ 0.34°of visual angle), each one located in the center of a bigger, gray circle (radius ϭ 0.80°). The small green circles were potential targets, whereas the big, gray circles were potential distractors. The color of targets was different from that of distractors in order to facilitate distractor rejection. A 0.2°gap was introduced at four different sights around the circumference of the small circles: 0°(up), 90°(right), 180°(down), and 270°(left). The gap of the target item was located either on the right or the left, whereas the gap of nontargets was located either up or down. Stimuli were presented on the black screen of a portable Dell Latitude PC equipped with a PentiumII 400-MHz processor. The viewing distance was 30 cm. The experiments were conducted in a normally lit room.
Procedure. The initial display consisted of four small green circles presented at the corners of a virtual square (5.7°ϫ 5.7°) centered on fixation (fixation-circle distance ϭ 3.8°). As mentioned earlier, each green circle was presented in the center of a bigger, gray circle. Following a period of 1,000 ms, a central cue (arrow) was presented for 100 ms and indicated one of the four circles. The cued item was always the target (i.e., 100% validity). A period of 150 ms followed, during which (a) nothing happened (baseline); (b) a big, gray circle was abruptly added around a small circle that was presented alone (new object); or (c) an already existing big, gray circle was abruptly animated (motion onset) with a smooth, 0.20°/s looming-receding motion (radius diminution from 0.80°to 0.45°and back). In all conditions, the target and the sudden event occurred in the same hemifield, but subjects were not explicitly informed of this. The gap was then introduced on each small circle, and the display remained on the screen until response. Subjects were asked to indicate the target's gap position (right or left) and to ignore all nontargets and any sudden event. One hundred forty-four trials were presented and were preceded by 24 training trials. There was a pause in the middle of the session. All subjects responded with the major and index fingers of the left hand 1 by pressing two predefined response buttons. Response times (RTs) and errors were registered by the computer just after the appearance of the gaps. The procedure for Experiment 1 is depicted in Figure 2 .
Results and Discussion
Error rates did not exceed 2%, and, consequently, statistical analyses were carried out only on RTs.
Control subjects. An analysis of variance (ANOVA) was carried out on correct RTs with the condition (baseline, new object, and motion onset) and the target's field (right or left) as the within-group factors. Only the main condition effect reached significance, F(2, 22) ϭ 3.6, p Ͻ .044. This effect was due to slower RTs for both the new object condition (494 ms) and motion onset condition (493 ms) when compared with the baseline (477 ms; both ps Ͻ .05). Of interest, no difference was found between the new object and the motion onset conditions ( p Ͼ .7). These results suggest that task-irrelevant new objects and motion onsets both trigger stimulus-driven attentional control and their effects are quite similar. Similar findings have already been reported (Abrams & Christ, 2003; Franconeri & Simons, 2003; and were taken as evidence for a common processing system for new objects and motion.
For each patient, the ANOVA was carried out on correct RTs with the trials as the random variable and with the condition (baseline, new object, and motion onset) and the target's field (contralateral or ipsilateral to the lesion) as the within-subject factors. The results for both patients are depicted in Figure 3 . Patient D.A. (left pulvinar lesion) . The main effects of hemifield and condition reached significance, F(1, 71) ϭ 4.88, p Ͻ .03, and F(2, 142) ϭ 9.34, p Ͻ .0002, respectively, as did the Hemifield ϫ Condition interaction, F(2, 142) ϭ 3.35, p Ͻ .039. The main effect of condition reflected slower RTs in the new object (455 ms) and motion onset (444 ms) conditions when compared with the baseline (423 ms). The ipsilateral performance was similar to the general performance of the control subjects, with RTs being slower in the new object (460 ms) and the motion onset (459 ms) conditions compared with the baseline (420 ms; p Ͻ .0003 and p Ͻ .0001, respectively). No difference was found between the new object and the motion onset conditions ( p Ͼ .48). These findings suggest that both motion onsets and new objects capture D.A.'s attention, and that their effects are similar. At this point, it seems that new objects and motion onsets are not dissociable, a result that is suggestive of a common underlying system (Abrams & Christ, 2003; . The contralateral performance was rather different. A significant slowing in RTs was found for the new object condition (449 ms) compared with the baseline (425 ms; p Ͻ .019), but no difference was observed between the motion onset (428 ms) and the baseline ( p Ͼ .39). Furthermore, the difference between the new object and the motion onset conditions reached significance ( p Ͻ .027). Finally, when ipsilateral and contralateral performance were compared, a difference was observed only in the motion onset condition ( p Ͻ .0006), with RTs being slower in the ipsilateral hemifield. The main effect of hemifield mentioned earlier reflects faster RTs in the contralateral (434 ms) than the ipsilateral hemifield (446 ms), most probably due to the absence of attentional capture in the motion onset condition. The contralateral performance showed that capture by motion onsets, but not new objects, was abolished. This is the first evidence ever for distinct and dissociable processing systems for FCs and MCs, with the former largely depending on the integrity of the pulvinar.
Patient D.V. (left medial-dorsal thalamic lesion) . Only the condition effect reached significance, F(2, 142) ϭ 12.47, p Ͻ .0001. This effect was due to slower RTs for both the new object condition (508 ms) and motion onset condition (504 ms) when compared with the baseline (461 ms; both ps Ͻ .0001). No difference was found between the new object and the motion onset conditions ( p Ͼ .37). The results of D.V. are quite similar to those of the control subjects and show, once again, the difficulties in Figure 2 . Event trials in Experiment 1. A central cue (arrow) always indicated the target. Three conditions were tested: In the baseline condition, no sudden event occurred; in the new object condition, a big circle was suddenly added in the display; and in the motion onset condition, an existing big circle was suddenly animated. In Experiment 2, the motion onset condition was replaced by the color change condition, in which the gray circle suddenly turned to red. In Experiment 3, the big circle was initially absent (as in the new object condition); it was added just after the spatial cue and was animated. All sudden events were always task-irrelevant, and subjects were asked to ignore them. distinguishing motion onsets and new objects solely on the basis of their attention-capturing propensity.
In sum, the performance of the control subjects suggests that motion onsets and new objects capture attention. Furthermore, the amplitude of capture is similar between motion onsets and new objects. Actual research strongly suggests that at least motion onsets and new objects share the same processing system (Abrams & Christ, 2003; . Without further evidence, one could conclude, on the basis of the performance of the controls, that capture by FCs and MCs may depend, indeed, on the same system. Yet, the contralateral performance of D.A., who has a lesion of the left pulvinar, strongly moderates this point of view. Whereas D.A.'s ipsilateral performance is quite similar to that of the controls, capture in the contralateral field is observed for new objects, but not for motion onsets. Experiment 1 offers, thus, some evidence suggesting that FCs and MCs are processed differently, at least until a particular stage of processing is reached. Of course, these results do not challenge directly the hypothesis that capture by FCs and MCs depends on the same, object-based mechanism, which is the creation of a new object file . They rather suggest that information necessary to the creation of this new object file may be transferred to high-level, object-based processes through different channels. This is a completely new finding. Finally, it is noteworthy that the performance of D.A. does not seem to be due to a thalamic lesion in general, but to a lesion of a specific thalamic nucleus, the pulvinar, because the performance pattern of D.V., who has a lesion of the left medialdorsal nucleus of the thalamus, resembled that of the controls. Therefore, it may be assumed that the pulvinar is part of the channel specialized in the processing of FCs.
Experiment 2: Bilateral Thalamic Lesions and Attentional
Capture by New Objects and Color Changes Experiment 1 suggests that motion onsets no longer have attention-capturing effects following lesions of the pulvinar. Yet, it may be premature to generalize these findings and conclude that FCs are processed in a different manner than MCs. Previous findings suggest that, as motion onsets, luminance transients did not capture attention when presented in the contralateral visual field of patients with thalamic lesions (Michael et al., 2001) . Experiment 2 extended these findings to a different kind of FC, namely, color changes. Even though some doubts were evoked with regard to the attention-capturing propensity of color during visual search (Yantis & Egeth, 1999) , there is important evidence that color and color changes can drive attention (Snowden, 2002; Theeuwes, 1992 Theeuwes, , 1994 Turatto & Galfano, 2001; Turatto, Galfano, Gardini, & Mascetti, 2004) .
Method
Subjects. Eleven volunteers (2 male and 9 female; mean age ϭ 38 Ϯ 5.3), and 1 patient (O.C.) and her age-and gender-matched control participant (a 40-year-old woman) participated in Experiment 2. O.C., a 39-yearold woman was admitted in the R. Salengro Hospital, Lille, France, in June 2000 for sudden left hypoesthesia. She was not responding to simple orders; she was drowsy. MRI scans revealed bilateral thalamic lesions, including the pulvinar and the medial-dorsal thalamic nucleus bilaterally (see Figure 1 ). She was tested within the 6 months that followed her admission in the hospital. Patient O.C. did not show any clinical signs of hemispatial neglect, and no visual field defects were detected.
Stimuli and apparatus. The stimuli and the apparatus were the same as in Experiment 1. Procedure. The procedure was the same as in Experiment 1, except that the motion onset condition was replaced by a color change condition. Thus, following the central spatial cue, an already existing big, gray circle underwent a change in color (from gray to luminance-matched 31 cd/m 2 red). Ninety-six trials were administered (32 trials per condition) and were preceded by 24 training trials. There was a pause in the middle of the session. All subjects responded with the major and index fingers of the left hand by pressing two predefined response buttons. Because of an error in data recording, we were not able to break down data by visual field in Experiment 2 (this was the case for all subjects). However, as O.C. has bilateral lesions, no difference was expected between the right and left fields.
Results and Discussion
Error rates did not exceed 4%, and, consequently, statistical analyses were carried out only on RTs. The results are depicted in Figure 4 .
Control subjects. An ANOVA was carried out on correct RTs with the condition (baseline, new object, and color change) as the unique within-group factor. The main condition effect reached significance, F(1, 20) ϭ 7.67, p Ͻ .0034. RTs were slower for both the new object condition (725 ms) and the color change condition (701 ms) when compared with the baseline (671 ms; both ps Ͻ .02). As in Experiment 1, no difference was found between the new object and the color change conditions ( p Ͼ .2). The results suggest that both task-irrelevant new objects and color changes trigger stimulus-driven attentional control. This is in concert with previous studies that have reported that attention can be involuntarily oriented to color and changes in color occurring in the visual space (Snowden, 2002; Theeuwes, 1992 Theeuwes, , 1994 Turatto & Galfano, 2001; Turatto et al., 2004) . Even though color changes tended to have shallower capture effects than new objects (30 ms vs. 53 ms), this difference did not reach statistical significance. Thus, it is difficult to distinguish these two types of sudden changes solely on the basis of the chronometric performance of healthy volunteers.
For patient O.C. and her matched control participant, an ANOVA was carried out on correct RTs with trials as the random variable and with condition (baseline, new object, and color change) and the participant (O.C. vs. control) as the within-subject factors. The main effects of condition and participant reached significance, F(2, 190) ϭ 10.5, p Ͻ .00004, and F(1, 95) ϭ 13.2, p Ͻ .0005, respectively, as did the Participant ϫ Condition interaction, F(2, 190) ϭ 3.24, p Ͻ .041. Patient O.C. showed attentional capture in the new object condition, as her RTs were slower than in the baseline (779 ms and 702 ms, respectively; p Ͻ .002). On the contrary, no difference was found between the color change condition (709 ms) and the baseline ( p Ͼ .72), suggesting that color changes were ineffective in capturing O.C.'s attention. Finally, RTs were slower in the new object than in the color change condition ( p Ͻ .003), which confirms the findings of Experiment 1 and suggests that MCs, but not FCs, capture attention. The control participant exhibited capture in both new object (802 ms) and color change conditions (800 ms) when compared with the baseline (741 ms; both ps Ͻ .005). Furthermore, no difference was found between the new object and the color change condition ( p Ͼ .92). This is similar to the performance of the control group in this task, and it reveals that both new objects and color changes capture attention to a similar extent. Patient O.C. was faster than her matched control (781 ms vs. 730 ms), and this was mainly due to the absence of capture in the color change condition for O.C. As a matter of fact, O.C. and her participant control showed different patterns of results on the color change condition, with RTs being slower for the control participant ( p Ͻ .0004). The performance of O.C. shows that capture by color changes, but not new objects, is abolished, a result that is remarkably close to the effect of D.A.'s unilateral pulvinar lesion on capture by motion onsets in Experiment 1. This constitutes further evidence for distinct and dissociable modes of processing for FCs and MCs, with the former depending on the integrity of the pulvinar. The lesions of O.C. affected both the pulvinar and the medial-dorsal nucleus bilaterally. However, on the basis of Experiment 1, in which only the lesion of the pulvinar abolished capture by FCs, we may conclude that the absence of capture in the color change condition is mainly due to the lesion of the pulvinar.
Interim Discussion
Overall, the results obtained in both Experiments 1 and 2, as well as those of a previous study (Michael et al., 2001) , strongly suggest that sudden motion onsets, color changes, and luminance transients have something in common that makes their attentional effects less resistant to pulvinar lesions and that distinguishes them from new objects. This is a strong argument in favor of their membership in the same class of events, namely FCs. Conversely, new objects are so robust that they still capture attention even after bilateral lesions of the pulvinar. Furthermore, their effects seem to be completely undisturbed by pulvinar lesions as shown in both Experiments 1 and 2. These results are somewhat surprising and largely unexpected, given the current cognitive theories on stimulus-driven attentional control. As outlined in the Introduction, Hillstrom and Yantis (1994) proposed that stimulus-driven attentional control depends on a single mechanism, which is the creation of a new object representation. The clear-cut hypothesis one may formulate is that if such a mechanism exists and is disturbed, then the stimulus-driven attentional control will be affected, and signs of such a problem would be found whatever the type of sudden event that is meant to activate it. The results of Experiments 1 and 2 do not really call into question the hypothesis of a single mechanism, but they suggest that there might exist different channels through which information can be transferred to object-based processing systems responsible for the creation of new object files. More precisely, FCs and MCs may be transferred through distinct specialized channels.
An alternative hypothesis is that incoming signals generated by discrete FCs have to be noticed and registered, but they are too weak to drive attention. In such cases, additional salience signals, most probably generated within the pulvinar (Desimone & Duncan, 1995; Grieve et al., 2000; Robinson & Petersen, 1992; Shipp, 2004) , would be necessary. Naturally, lesions of the pulvinar would not permit FCs to elicit attention. This kind of boosting would not be necessary for MCs that are naturally stronger, and their effects would not be disturbed following lesions of the pulvinar. Rauschenberger (2003) proposed that, for visual changes occurring on an already existing object, object identity cannot be maintained, and the visual system decides that it is dealing with a new object. Boosting of the neural activity of afferent signals generated by FCs may be the mechanism that incites the visual system to process such local changes as new objects.
Experiment 3: Unilateral Left Thalamic Lesions and Attentional Capture by New Objects and Appended Motion
So far, motion onsets and color changes were used to investigate the way discrete FCs drive attention, and new objects were used to investigate the effects of MCs. The main finding was that whereas the performance of control subjects fails to distinguish these two types of events, the performance of patients with lesions of the pulvinar shows either that there are two partly distinct channels through which information may elicit the creation of a new object file or that a channel involving the pulvinar acts to boost visual signals only when they are too weak to attract attention. In both cases, FCs are processed in a different way than MCs. If this is the case, then we may predict that when a discrete FC, such as motion, is appended on a new object (e.g., a new object appears suddenly and is animated), then the visual system will not consider motion as a single FC any more, but it will consider it as part of an MC and will process it as such. Therefore, the channel involving the pulvinar and acting to boost weak visual signals will not be activated: Motion appended on a new object is sufficiently strong to drive attention without boosting. As a result, a lesion of the pulvinar will no longer prevent motion from capturing attention as was observed in Experiment 1. Experiment 3 was designed in order to investigate this hypothesis by comparing the attention-capturing effects of new objects with the effects of new objects on which motion was appended.
Method
Subjects. Eleven healthy volunteers (6 male and 5 female; mean age ϭ 27.3 Ϯ 5.9) and patients D.A. and D.V. participated in Experiment 3.
Stimuli and apparatus. The stimuli and the apparatus were the same as in Experiment 1.
Procedure. The procedure was the same as in Experiment 1, except that the motion onset condition was replaced by an appended motion condition. In this condition, a big circle was absent (as in the new object condition). Following the central spatial cue, this circle was abruptly added in the display and was animated with the same motion as in the motion onset condition. One hundred forty-four trials were presented (24 trials per condition per hemifield) and were preceded by 24 training trials. There was a pause in the middle of the session. All subjects responded with the major and index fingers of the left hand by pressing two predefined response buttons.
Results and Discussion
Error rates did not exceed 3%, and, consequently, statistical analyses were carried out only on RTs.
Control subjects. An ANOVA was carried out on correct RTs with the condition (baseline, new object, and appended motion) and the target's field (right or left) as the within-group factors. Only the main condition effect reached significance, F(2, 20) ϭ 4.79, p Ͻ .02. This effect was due to slower RTs for both the new object condition (484 ms) and appended motion condition (499 ms) when compared with the baseline (460 ms; both ps Ͻ .05). Finally, RTs were slower in the appended motion than the new object condition ( p Ͻ .024). It seems that appending motion on a new object triggers larger capture effects than a new object alone. These effects may result from the addition of the output of two distinct channels, one dedicated to the processing of MCs (i.e., new object) and the other to the processing of FCs (i.e., motion). This account assumes that even if motion is appended on a new object, it will be processed through the FC channel, the existence of which is suggested by the results of patients D.A. and O.C. It may, on the other hand, result from the output of a single analysis of a more massive event through the channel dedicated to the processing of MCs. This account assumes that if motion is appended on a new object, it will create a single more massive event and will be processed through the MC channel. Unfortunately, the results of the control subjects do not allow us to choose one of these alternatives. The results of patient D.A. are more informative on this issue.
For each patient, the ANOVA was carried out on correct RTs with the trials as the random variable and with the condition (baseline, new object, and appended motion) and the target's field Figure 5 ) are quite similar to those of the control subjects. The most important finding is the presence of capture in D.A.'s contralateral visual field for appended motion and that this effect is larger than that of a new object alone. This result suggests that the additive effects observed in the perfor-mance of the controls in the appended motion condition does not result from the addition of the output of two distinct channels, one dedicated to the processing of MCs (i.e., new object) and the other to the processing of FCs (i.e., motion). If appended motion activated both channels, then its effects on D.A.'s performance would be as large as in the new object condition: Experiment 1 showed that motion alone had no effects in her contralateral visual field. The additive effects rather reflect the output of a single analysis of a more massive event through the channel dedicated to the processing of MCs. This system seems to be spared following lesions of the pulvinar as shown in Experiments 1 and 2.
Experiment 3 was designed in order to assess the effects of two MCs differing in the number of changes they exhibit. On the basis of the results of Experiments 1 and 2, we hypothesized that adding a discrete FC (motion) on a new object would encourage the visual system not to analyze it as an FC any more, but as an MC, and its correct processing would no longer depend on the integrity of the pulvinar. The results of the control group suggest that appending motion on a new object triggers larger capture effects than are found for a simple new object. That is, the effects of an additional feature, motion, are added to the effects of the new object. Such additive effects are not new in the literature (Thomas & Luck, 2000) . Yet, these results did not provide evidence on whether motion was processed as part of an MC when appended on a new object. The results of patient D.A. in Experiment 3 clearly favor this explanation. Indeed, Experiment 1 revealed that motion onsets alone had no effects on D.A.'s performance when presented in the contralateral field. If this result reveals difficulties in signaling FCs, and if appended motion was not processed as part of an MC but activated simultaneously the FC (because of the presence of motion) and the MC (because of the new object) channels, then its effects on D.A.'s performance should not differ from those of simple new objects: Motion would fail to activate the FC channel, and only the new object would capture attention. Nevertheless, in Experiment 3, D.A. exhibited larger capture effects for appended motion than for new objects, just as did controls. This finding suggests that, in the case of appended motion, D.A. processes motion as part of an MC. Therefore, we may propose that the channel involving the pulvinar and acting to boost weak visual signals is no longer activated when motion is part of a new object. The results show that this visual event is quite efficient in driving attention without boosting, thus without the pulvinar's involvement.
Overall, the results of Experiments 1, 2, and 3 suggest a distinction between FCs and MCs, and they intimate that the pulvinar participates in the processing of the former. Indeed, failures in stimulus-driven control by luminance (Danziger et al., 2001 (Danziger et al., -2002 Michael et al., 2001; Rafal & Posner, 1987) , color, and motion were found following lesions of the pulvinar, whereas no such effects were found for items that carry multiple signals, such as new objects and animated new objects. Furthermore, there is evidence that the status of FCs may change if they are appended on a new object: They are processed as MCs.
Experiment 4: Attentional Capture in the Temporal Field
In Experiment 4, we investigated the temporal hemifield effect in attentional capture by motion onset and new objects in healthy subjects. The extrageniculate pathway projects from the retina to the superior colliculus and the pulvinar and then to extrastriate cortex. Anatomical studies showed that approximately 10% of the primate retinal ganglion cells that receive signals from the temporal hemifield project directly (or through the superior colliculus) to the pulvinar (Itaya & Van Hoesen, 1983 ). This is not the case for the cells receiving input from the nasal hemifield. In humans, the behavioral evidence suggests similar anatomical arrangements, as some studies have reported a temporal hemifield bias in attention tasks under monocular viewing conditions (Dodds et al., 2002;  Lewis, Maurer, & Blackburn, 1985; Rafal, Henik, & Smith, 1991; Rafal, Smith, Krantz, Cohen, & Brennan, 1990; Zackon, Casson, Zafar, Stelmach, & Racette, 1999) . For instance, Rafal and colleagues (1990) reported that distractors presented in the blind field of hemianopic humans suffering lesions in the geniculostriate, but not the extrageniculate pathway, increased the latency of saccades toward targets in the intact visual field. This effect occurred only when distractors were presented in the temporal half of the visual field. The authors concluded that this temporal effect may reflect asymmetrical processing in the temporal hemifield by the extrageniculate pathway.
Yet, there is no clear consensus on this issue. A subsequent behavioral study (Walker, Mannan, Maurer, Pambakian, & Kennard, 2000) failed to replicate the findings of Rafal and colleagues (1990) . Six hemianopic patients and a control group were asked to make saccades toward a lateralized target. In some trials, this target was accompanied by the appearance of either a static or a flickering distractor in the opposite field. A temporal-nasal asymmetry was reported in the performance of the controls, with temporal distractors increasing the latency of saccades. However, no such effect was observed in the performance of the hemianopic patients. Furthermore, Williams, Azzopardi, and Cowey (1995) questioned the anatomical asymmetry of retinotectal projections; the authors labeled retinal ganglion cells of macaque monkeys and failed to find any evidence that the retinal projections to the superior colliculus are asymmetrical. However, they suggested that there are "other subcortical nuclei, for which there is stronger evidence of little or no input from the temporal retina [nasal hemifield]" (p. 585), such as the pulvinar (Itaya & Van Hoesen, 1983) . There is indeed some consistent behavioral evidence in the literature. For instance, Sapir and colleagues (2002) investigated involuntary spatial orienting under monocular viewing conditions in 3 patients with lesions of the pulvinar. They reported that targets presented in the ipsilesional temporal hemifield were detected faster than those in the nasal hemifield, and, by contrast, that targets presented in the contralateral temporal hemifield were detected slower than those in the nasal hemifield. The authors concluded that "the temporal visual field is represented more than the nasal visual field in the pulvinar" (p. 696).
Even though there is no clear consensus on whether the visual field is asymmetrically represented in the superior colliculus, there is evidence that such asymmetry exists in the pulvinar (Itaya & Van Hoesen, 1983; Sapir et al., 2002) . It would thus be interesting to assess attentional capture by FCs (motion onsets) and MCs (new objects) in healthy subjects under monocular viewing conditions. Two different patterns of results were expected. First, in concert with the hypothesis of a unique mechanism underlying stimulusdriven attentional control (Abrams & Christ, 2003; , we may expect no difference between the effects of MCs and those of FCs. Indeed, Walker and colleagues (2000) found a marked temporal-nasal asymmetry in the performance of healthy subjects, but they did not find any difference between the effects of static and flickering distractors. Second, Experiments 1 and 2 of the present study failed to find any evidence on differential processing of MCs and FCs in the performance of the controls, but a marked difference was found in the performance of patients D.A. and O.C., suggesting preferential extrageniculate processing of FCs. Thus, the alternative hypothesis is that temporal-nasal asymmetries, if present, will be more frequent when distractors are made of FCs than MCs. This hypothesis contrasts with the findings of Walker and colleagues (2000) . Yet, the authors measured saccadic latencies, not manual RTs, as is the case in the present study.
Method
Subjects. Thirty-nine healthy volunteers (20 male and 19 female; mean age ϭ 30 Ϯ 9) participated in Experiment 4. All subjects had normal or corrected-to-normal vision.
Stimuli and apparatus. In Experiment 4, the stimuli consisted of one small green circle (radius ϭ 0.34°of visual angle) and two bigger, gray circles (radius ϭ 0.80°). The apparatus was the same as in all previous experiments.
Procedure. All subjects were tested under monocular viewing conditions, and they had both eyes tested. The order of the test (right eye-left eye or left eye-right eye) was counterbalanced. Two independent groups of subjects took part in Experiment 4, and each one was assigned to a different sudden event session (new object or motion onset). In the new object session (n ϭ 20), a trial started with the presentation of a central fixation plus sign, flanked by one big, gray circle on its right or its left. In the motion onset session (n ϭ 19), a trial started with the presentation of a central fixation plus sign, flanked by two big, gray circles on each side (right and left). In both sessions, following a period of 1000 ms, a small green circle (target) was added to the display and located either above or below the fixation plus sign. The distance between the fixation sign and the circles was 3.8°. Three conditions were tested: at the time the target was presented, (a) nothing happened (baseline), (b) a sudden event occurred in the nasal visual field, or (c) a sudden event occurred in the temporal visual field. In the new object session, the sudden event consisted in the appearance of a big, gray circle on the right or the left of the fixation sign, whereas in the motion onset session, one of the two already existing big, gray circles was abruptly animated with a smooth, 0.20°/s loomingreceding motion (radius diminution from 0.80°to 0.45°and back) during 150 ms. The display remained on the screen until a response was made. Subjects were asked to indicate the target's position (above or below fixation) and to ignore all nontargets and any sudden event. Seventy-two trials per eye were presented (24 baseline trials and 24 trials per hemifield). The experiment lasted approximately 4 min and was preceded by 10 training trials. A pause was given in the middle of the session. All subjects responded with the major and index fingers of the right hand by pressing two predefined, vertically arranged response buttons. RTs and errors were registered by the computer just after the appearance of the target. The procedure for Experiment 4 is depicted in Figure 6 .
Results and Discussion
Error rates did not exceed 1%, and, consequently, statistical analyses were carried out only on RTs. An ANOVA was conducted on correct RTs with the visual hemifield (baseline, nasal stimulation, and temporal stimulation) as the unique within-group factor and with the test order (right eye-left eye vs. left eye-right eye) and the event type session (new object vs. motion onset) as the between-groups factors. The main effect of hemifield was significant, F(2, 70) ϭ 17.4, p Ͻ .00001, as was the Hemifield ϫ Event Type interaction, F(2, 70) ϭ 2.86, p Ͻ .06. Compared with the baseline (415 ms), new objects increased RTs when they appeared either in the nasal hemifield (442 ms; p Ͻ .0001) or in the temporal hemifield (438 ms; p Ͻ .005). Similarly, compared with the baseline (410 ms), motion onsets slowed RTs in both nasal (420 ms; p Ͻ .06) and temporal (432 ms; p Ͻ .0003) fields. Yet, the temporal-nasal asymmetry was found only for motion onsets ( p Ͻ .001): Temporal stimulation triggered larger capture effects. This asymmetry was more frequent for motion onsets (79% of subjects) than for new objects (only 40% of subjects), 2 (1, N ϭ 8) ϭ 8.14, p Ͻ .004. New objects and motion onsets triggered different patterns of performance as a function of the hemifield they stimulated. The temporal hemifield effect, a behavioral marker of extrageniculate processing, was obtained only with the motion onsets, and this effect was regular. These findings are in complete agreement with those obtained in Experiment 1 in that motion onsets, but not new objects, seem to depend on extrageniculate processing. The results of Experiment 4 are depicted in Figure 7 .
The purpose of Experiment 4 was to provide some supplementary arguments that FCs and MCs are processed in a different manner. Toward this aim, healthy volunteers participated in tasks of attentional capture by motion onsets and new objects under monocular viewing conditions, in order to isolate the effects of such sudden events on temporal and nasal hemifield performance. Demonstration of a temporal hemifield effect in attention tasks under monocular viewing conditions is considered as indicative of extrageniculate processing (Dodds et al., 2002; Lewis et al., 1985; Rafal et al., 1990 Rafal et al., , 1991 Sapir et al., 2002; Zackon et al., 1999) . This effect is thought to occur because of the dominant numerical representation of the temporal hemifield in subcortical relays of visual information. Even though such anatomical arrangements in the superior colliculus are not yet well established (Williams et al., 1995) , there is some evidence as far as the pulvinar is concerned (Itaya & Van Hoesen, 1983; Sapir et al., 2002) . Of central importance is the fact that the temporal dominance is abolished following lesions of the pulvinar (Sapir et al., 2002) . In Experiment 4, the temporal effect in attentional capture (i.e., slower RTs when sudden changes occurred in the temporal hemifield) was observed only for sudden motion onsets, not for new objects. Despite similar general effects of attentional capture between motion onsets and new objects (i.e., absence of a main effect of event type), a finding that may strengthen the hypothesis of a unique processing system , our results provide interesting supportive evidence on different neural bases involved in the process- Figure 6 . Examples of trial events from Experiment 4 are presented in the upper part of the figure. The baseline condition was common for both sessions. In the new object session, a big circle was added in the display, whereas in the motion onset session, an already existing circle was suddenly animated. Subjects were tested under monocular viewing conditions and were asked to indicate as quickly as possible the position of the small circle (above or below the central plus sign). The lower part of the figure represents the temporal-nasal (T, N) field asymmetry, with projections from the temporal field to the superior colliculus and the pulvinar.
ing of these two types of events. In fact, Experiment 4 suggests that motion onsets are processed through the extrageniculate pathway, a route that passes through the pulvinar. Such evidence was not obtained for new objects.
However, it would be premature to conclude, solely on the basis of Experiment 4, that new objects are not processed within the pulvinar. A temporal-nasal asymmetry in distraction by both static and dynamic distractors was reported in a previous study (Walker et al., 2000) . Furthermore, 40% of subjects who received new objects as sudden events in Experiment 4 exhibited a temporalnasal asymmetry. Such discrepancies may be due to methodological differences. As a matter of fact, Walker and colleagues measured saccadic latencies, whereas our study investigated attention effects through manual RTs. Besides, Walker and colleagues simultaneously stimulated both the nasal and the temporal hemifields, whereas in the present study only distractors were lateralized. What is interesting in Experiment 4 is that sudden events occurring in the temporal hemifield have greater attentioncapturing propensity if they are motion onsets. This means that they trigger extrageniculate processing more frequently than do new objects. Of course, because there is not a clear consensus on the exact nature of the temporal-nasal asymmetry, the results of Experiment 4 may lose strength when considered alone. Yet, they complete and confirm the results of Experiment 1, and they should be considered and interpreted in light of the results of all the other experiments presented here.
General Discussion
Four experiments were carried out in order to investigate whether stimulus-driven attentional control by FCs and MCs depends on a common processing system as has been previously suggested (Abrams & Christ, 2003; Rauschenberger, 2003) . Furthermore, we asked whether the pulvinar is part of the neural network underlying this system (Desimone & Duncan, 1995; Grieve et al., 2000; Michael et al., 2001; Petersen et al., 1987; Rafal & Posner, 1987; Robinson & Petersen, 1992; Shipp, 2004) . In Experiments 1, 2, and 3, we investigated the attention-capturing effects of FCs (motion onsets and color changes) and MCs (new objects and motion appended on new objects) in healthy subjects and in patients with lesions of the posterior thalamus. In Experiment 4, we investigated, in healthy subjects, the effects of stimulation of the temporal hemifield under monocular viewing conditions.
The main findings may be summarized as follows. First, sudden task-irrelevant changes occurring in the visual field capture attention and slow down chronometric performance of healthy subjects, whether these changes are motion onsets, color changes, or the appearance of new objects. Furthermore, Experiment 1 showed that motion onsets and new objects were difficult to distinguish, because their effects on attention were quite similar. Experiment 2 showed that this was also the case for color changes and new objects. Second, Experiments 1 and 2 revealed that lesions of the pulvinar, but not of the medial dorsal nucleus of the thalamus, abolished the effects of motion onsets and color changes. Conversely, the effects of new objects were not disturbed. These results suggest that FCs and MCs are not processed in the same way and that the effects of MCs are more robust than the effects of FCs. Third, the robustness of MCs was further investigated in Experiment 3, in which new objects were compared with new objects on which motion was appended. Lesions of the pulvinar did not disturb their attentional effects. Fourth, in Experiment 4, we investigated temporal-nasal field asymmetries in attentional capture by motion and new objects. Motion onsets produced stronger attentional effects when they were presented in the temporal field than when they were presented in the nasal field.
The results of the present study suggest that discrete FCs have similar effects on stimulus-driven attentional control as do MCs, but only the effects of the former seem to disappear following lesions of the pulvinar. Furthermore, some behavioral evidence on extrageniculate processing of FCs was obtained in healthy subjects. Previous studies have reported that humans with lesions of the pulvinar had deficits in their ability to use cues made of sudden luminance increments to improve attentional processing (Danziger et al., 2001 (Danziger et al., -2002 Rafal & Posner, 1987; Sapir et al., 2002) . Similar results were obtained when such events were task irrelevant, resulting in the complete disappearance of their effects (Michael et al., 2001) . These findings are in concert with neurophysiological evidence suggesting that some pulvinar cells are responsive to discrete features of visual stimuli such as stimulus size, luminance, motion, and color (Felsten et al., 1982; Petersen et al., 1985) . Yet, the present findings contrast with previous reports as far as the processing of new objects is concerned (Michael & Desmedt, 2004; Petersen et al., 1985 Petersen et al., , 1987 . Petersen et al. (1985) showed that the pulvinar cells responded to stimulus appearance. However, it is interesting to note that they responded almost constantly in a phasic fashion (only at the moment the object appeared). This may explain why lesions of the pulvinar provoke failures in the processing of briefly presented objects (Chalupa et al., 1976; Michael et al., 2004; Petersen et al., 1987) , but seemingly not of objects that appear and remain visible, as observed in the present study. Only one fifth of the pulvinar cells respond during the whole duration of a visual stimulus (Petersen et al., 1985) , and it is thus expected that the processing of permanent objects will be less affected following lesions of the pulvinar than the processing of transient objects. Further investigation should allow us to understand how briefly presented and permanent new objects are processed.
A Single System, Multiple Systems, or Activation of a Single System Through Multiple Channels?
Overall, the results of Experiments 1, 2, 3, and 4 strongly support the view that FCs and MCs are not processed in the same way. Nevertheless, it is difficult to accept the existence of two completely independent systems given the evidence currently available. As a matter of fact, Rauschenberger (2003) showed that FCs could remain ineffective in capturing attention until they exceeded a certain magnitude. Beyond this point, the identity of the already existing object could no longer be maintained and the visual system would consider that it dealt with an entirely new object. The visual system would thus treat FCs as instances of MCs. We should maybe view stimulus-driven attentional control as operating on the basis of an activation threshold. The underlying neural machinery would command a (covert or overt) shift toward the spatial source of sensory signals only if the threshold is reached through the accumulation of afferent information. The larger the magnitude of signals, the faster the activation threshold would be reached. This idea fits well that of Rauschenberger. Discrete FCs would thus have difficulty in driving attention (Yantis & Egeth, 1999) because the signals they convey do not suffice to reach the activation threshold. In their turn, stronger FCs that segregate an object from a homogeneous background (e.g., motion onsets, color changes, important luminance changes, etc.; Abrams & Christ, 2003; Enns et al., 2001; Franconeri & Simons, 2003; Rauschenberger, 2003) and MCs would offer sufficient input for the threshold to be reached and, thus, would capture attention. A pulvinar lesion would have two possible effects on this system. First, the activation threshold would be raised. Alternatively, the activation threshold would not be affected, but the salience of incoming signals would be weakened (Robinson & Petersen, 1992; Shipp, 2004) . In both cases, incoming signals would have difficulty in reaching the activation threshold. From this point of view, the pulvinar would thus play the same role whether the visual system deals with FCs or MCs. This hypothesis can explain quite well the absence of capture by motion onsets and color in Experiments 1 and 2, as well as previous findings on failures in visual processing of other kinds of FCs following lesions of the pulvinar (Michael et al., 2001) .
The hypothesis of a general disturbance in the processing of incoming visual signals cannot, however, explain why lesions of the pulvinar did not affect capture by new objects and appended motion in Experiments 1, 2, and 3 nor why extrageniculate processing was evidenced only for motion onsets in Experiment 4. It is possible that the pulvinar does not act similarly during processing of FCs and MCs. As a matter of fact, motion captured D.A.'s attention only when appended on a new object, thus when it was part of an MC (Experiment 3), not when presented alone, thus as an FC (Experiment 1). The larger capture effects observed for appended motion compared with new objects in Experiment 3 suggest that motion was correctly processed, but as a part of an MC that exhibited numerically more changes than a simple new object. A possibility is that the pulvinar participates only when afferent signals are not sufficient to reach activation threshold but are not far from reaching it. In other words, the pulvinar would boost near-threshold values to just reach threshold and, consequently, activate the stimulus-driven attentional control. Such an action would be necessary because near-threshold values may signal the presence of an important event that deserves further analysis (Michael et al., 2001; Michael & Desmedt, 2004) , just as new objects may have "adaptive behavior for visually guided organisms" (Yantis & Hillstrom, 1994, p. 96 ). This account is in concert with several theories (Desimone & Duncan, 1995; Grieve et al., 2000; Robinson & Petersen, 1992; Shipp, 2004) . Robinson and Petersen (1992) suggested that the salience attributed to visual signals depends on the integrity of the pulvinar. Yet, the findings of the present study suggest that the pulvinar attributes such salience only to discrete events. Inevitably, this hypothesis assumes that FCs and MCs are not processed in a similar way, because only the former require the intervention of the pulvinar to attract attention.
A last alternative is that FCs and MCs are processed through distinct channels until a certain level of processing is reached. Only the last stages would involve a common, higher level processing specialized in the establishment of an object file . Attentional orienting would depend on the creation of a new object file by this late, common processing stage. Thus, the creation of a new object file would be achieved through different routes. Pulvinar intervention would be necessary for FCs to gain access to this last stage of processing.
Other Issues: Endogenous and Contingent Attentional Orienting
Except from the selective loss of attentional capture by motion onsets, patient D.A. showed surprisingly equivalent chronometric performance for targets occurring in the ipsilateral and the contralateral visual fields in the baseline condition, in which no sudden task-irrelevant changes were produced. Similarly, patient O.C. did not exhibit slower RTs than her age-and gender-matched control in the baseline condition. We found similar results in a previous study on patients with thalamic lesions in which a similar procedure was used (Michael et al., 2001 ). These findings suggest that attentional orienting is not affected by thalamic lesions. Yet, this contrasts with previous studies that have found attentional disturbances, orienting deficits, and considerable slowing in RTs for targets following thalamic lesions in humans (Danziger et al., 2001 (Danziger et al., -2002 Danziger, Ward, Owen, & Rafal, 2004; Rafal & Posner, 1987; Sapir et al., 2002; Ungerleider & Christensen, 1979; Ward et al., 2002) and thalamic muscimol injections in monkeys (Petersen et al., 1987) . There are several possible reasons for these discrepancies. First, here we used an endogenous cuing procedure (the cue was a central arrow) in order to encourage voluntary orienting toward a target, whereas other studies either did not use cues (Danziger et al., 2004; Ward et al., 2002) or used exogenous cues, such as peripheral changes in luminance (Danziger et al., 2001 (Danziger et al., -2002 Rafal & Posner, 1987; Sapir et al., 2002) , known to trigger involuntary shifts of attention. Beyond these methodological differences, it is largely accepted that voluntary orienting activates an anterior cerebral network, whereas involuntary orienting activates a posterior cerebral network (Posner & Petersen, 1990) . The thalamus, the pulvinar in particular, is part of the posterior network (Posner & Petersen, 1990; Rafal & Posner, 1987) , and therefore, we may speculate that our endogenous cues did not directly elicit thalamus-based processes. The absence of attentional capture by luminance (Michael et al., 2001) , motion onsets, and color changes reveals that transient exogenous signals do not elicit correct involuntary spatial orienting, which is rather clear evidence of disturbances in the posterior cerebral network subserving spatial attention.
The second reason for the absence of deficits in target processing in the contralesional field may be the fact that we used 100% valid precues. As a matter of fact, spatial cues were absolutely predictive, and subjects were explicitly asked to direct their attention toward the cued item. This was not the case in previous studies (Danziger et al., 2001 (Danziger et al., -2002 Rafal & Posner, 1987; Sapir et al., 2002) , where the cues were either not predictive (i.e., 50% validity) or highly but not absolutely predictive (i.e., 80% validity). Finally, the absence of contralesional deficits in target processing may be due to the combination of both the cue type and the degree of its validity. Ungerleider and Christensen (1979) reported that monkeys with pulvinar lesions demonstrated abnormally prolonged periods of fixation to adequately process information during scanning of visual displays. They interpreted this behavior as reflecting an attempt to compensate for reduced visual processing capacity. It is quite possible that the central, 100% valid spatial precues we used in Experiments 1, 2, and 3 helped patients to compensate for their reduced visual processing capacity by assigning most of their attentional resources to the cued item. Therefore, the processing of the target would not suffer. To our knowledge, no study has examined endogenous orienting in patients with lesions of the thalamus using the Posner paradigm, and no study has assessed orienting capacities of these patients as a function of the degree of validity of the cue. Future research should offer precious information on these issues.
Another issue that should be discussed is contingent orienting and capture (Folk, Remington, & Johnston, 1992) . This notion refers to the orienting of attention toward items in the visual field that share some critical features with the target. For instance, Folk and colleagues (1992) asked subjects to identify a target that sometimes shared some features (e.g., color) with spatial precues. The authors found that the costs from misleading spatial precues were more pronounced in trials in which they shared relevant features with the target (Folk & Remington, 1998; Pratt & McAuliffe, 2002 ; but see also Theeuwes, 1994 , for a failure to replicate using visual search paradigms). This kind of orienting depends on voluntary attentional sets adopted by the observer (Folk & Remington, 1998; Folk et al., 1992) , and the basic notion is that endogenous processes use the task-relevant feature information to produce an attentional set. Attention will be captured by any stimulus that contains the task-relevant feature. Folk, Remington, and Wright (1994) also provided evidence suggesting that attentional sets are produced for broad stimulus categories associated with the distinction between static and salient dynamic discontinuities. The authors proposed that once an attentional set has been established, capture by task-irrelevant events depends on their visual salience. Thus, the interactions between voluntary attentional sets and visual salience determine attentional capture.
It is true that, in each experiment of the present study, the distractor items shared at least one feature with the target: They were always presented in the hemifield containing the target in Experiments 1, 2, and 3 (i.e., shared spatial information), and they were time locked to the appearance of the target in Experiment 4 (i.e., shared temporal information). Even though subjects were not explicitly informed, the spatial and temporal relations between the target and the distractors could be inferred quite easily. Therefore, the question one might ask is whether the results obtained by D.A. and O.C. in Experiments 1 and 2, respectively, reflect problems in contingent orienting, not in stimulus-driven components of attention. Suppose that the effects of attentional capture observed in the performance of the controls reflect some interactions between attentional sets and the salience of distractors. Because of these interactions, the effects of two events that might differ in visual salience (with motion onsets and color changes being the less salient) would be similar. Then suppose that the performance of patients D.A. and O.C. reflects difficulties in producing attentional sets. As a result of the loss of attentional sets, the degree to which a distractor captures attention should be a function of the salience of the distractors. Thus, because feature changes may be considered as being less salient and new objects as more salient, and motion appended on a new object as the most salient, then capture effects would follow: less capture for motion onsets and color changes, more capture for new objects, and even more capture for appended motion. This is indeed the pattern of performance we obtained in patients with lesions of the pulvinar.
There are, however, some problems with this alternative explanation. First, it is assumed that the degree to which an event captures attention when the pulvinar is damaged is a function of the salience of this event. In other words, the visual salience is not disturbed following lesions of the pulvinar. Yet, there is important evidence showing that if lesions of the pulvinar disturb some visual process, then this is most probably the generation of signals related to the salience of visual objects (Danziger et al., 2001 (Danziger et al., -2002 Michael et al., 2001; Petersen et al., 1987; Rafal & Posner, 1987; Robinson & Petersen, 1992; Sapir et al., 2002; Ungerleider & Christensen, 1979) . Furthermore, recent theoretical accounts have proposed the existence of salience maps within the pulvinar (Desimone & Duncan, 1995; Grieve et al., 2000; Robinson & Petersen, 1992; Shipp, 2004) . For instance, Shipp suggested that "the focus of stimulus-driven attention might be determined by colliculo-thalamic interactions" (p. 227), and Grieve and colleagues (2000) stated that "the visual cells in the pulvinar signal salience in a retinotopic framework" (p. 37). Moreover, Robinson and Petersen (1992) proposed that lesions or the chemical deactivation of the pulvinar reduces the saliency of contralesional stimuli, thereby reducing their competitive weights for either visual processing or control over behavior. Second, as mentioned earlier, there is evidence that lesions of the pulvinar do not disturb endogenous processes, at least as far as attentional orienting is concerned (Michael et al., 2001 ). The results of both patients D.A. and O.C. (Experiments 1, 2, and 3) suggest, indeed, that they can correctly use central precues to orient attention voluntarily toward contralesional targets. There is thus no reason to believe that the endogenous processes of patients with thalamic lesions cannot use the task-relevant feature information to produce attentional sets (Folk et al., 1992) . Of course, the present study was not designed in order to assess these particular processes, and it offers no data that allows us to conclude that contingent orienting is disturbed. Finally, the results of Experiment 4 cannot be explained in terms of the contingent orienting. Subsequent research on patients with thalamic lesions should allow better investigation of contingent orienting using appropriate paradigms.
Conclusion
The role of the pulvinar in visual stimulus-driven attentional control is not fully understood. Here, we provide evidence suggesting that the pulvinar may boost neural activity of afferent signals, probably when they intimate the presence of important events, in order to permit attentional orienting toward their spatial source. When these signals are strong enough, the pulvinar may provide little help, because they may suffice to drive attention. Finally, our results do not challenge the hypothesis of a single processing system in stimulusdriven attention, but they suggest that visual signals may activate this system through different routes.
